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Executive Summary
Deliverable 8.2 Promotional Material is the second output from Work Package 8 –
Communication, Dissemination & Exploitation. It builds on the messaging framework,
stakeholder analysis, branding, tactics and dissemination materials presented in D8.1 Impact
Enhancement Roadmap to provide a library of printable communication and dissemination
collateral for the use of all partners in their COMPAIR work.  This material includes:

● Website: The project web portal serves as the main communication tool and
dissemination repository for COMPAIR. Its purpose, structure and functionalities are
outlined in this deliverable along with selected screenshots. The web portal is a living,
evolving resource and will be updated and enhanced on a regular basis.
www.wecompair.eu

● Video: Video is an important engagement tool for attracting stakeholder interest online.
COMPAIR’s first general engagement video has been created and is available on
YouTube for posting and sharing across social media as well as embedding in partners'
own websites. https://youtu.be/1bFUPVQy5NY

● Brochures: An overview of COMPAIR communication materials including flyers,
brochures, postcards and posters with first stage project messaging are provided for
partner utilisation to print and distribute at face-to-face events. Consideration of
environmental impact will be made before printing is undertaken. Use of recycled and
recyclable paper is prefered.

● Posters: Posters provide a big visual impact at conferences and events, helping
COMPAIR to stand out from other projects. Roll-up banners provide a cost-effective,
lightweight and reusable way of raising awareness.

● Slides: A general presentation template provides all partners with a framework for
presentations to ensure that COMPAIR messaging is consistent across Europe. Partners
can pick and mix slides as needed. New slides can be added by Partners enabling
everyone to benefit from each other's content.

● Templates: From press releases, to policy briefs, templates for key results help ensure
uniformity and professionalism of new content.

Please note this deliverable does not include social media graphics as these were created and
presented in the D8.1 deliverable. Partners can find all collateral in the WP8 folder in the
COMPAIR Google Drive. Selected pieces will be added to the project website for stakeholders
to leverage. If a partner has a specific request for material support for an event or engagement
drive, the WP8 Lead will be happy to support the creation of bespoke new material based on
need. Otherwise materials will be updated when the project achieves new outcomes, and as it
enters new stages of delivery as outlined in D8.1 Impact Enhancement Roadmap.
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1. Introduction
This deliverable forms a compendium of materials and templates designed to help ALL project
partners communicate COMPAIR goals and disseminate its outputs. It builds upon the material
previously presented in D8.1 Impact Enhancement Roadmap.

1.1. Objectives
The objective for this deliverable is to provide partners with easy-to-adopt, customisable and
re-usable promotional materials and templates that support their own work within COMPAIR. It
should be used in conjunction with D8.1 Impact Enhancement Roadmap as that plan provides
an analysis of stakeholders types, communication tactics and key messages, along with a large
selection of social media graphics. All the materials outlined in this compendium can be found in
the Consortiums Google Drive repository.

1.2. Expected Results

The promotional materials and templates are designed to support progress towards achieving
COMPAIR’s north star.

COMPAIR leverages the opportunity provided by citizen science (CS) to:
● Increase the value of CS data through globally relevant urban use cases
● Enhance public participation in achieving Green Deal goals and targets
● Foster an open technical & policy environment to drive sustainable change

This deliverable shares the initial promotional material for COMPAIR which is designed to raise
awareness of the project amongst a broad group of stakeholders. Content will evolve throughout
the project as outcomes are achieved and COMPAIR’s understanding of stakeholder needs are
increased. Materials will be revised both on an ‘as-needed’ basis as well as before heading into
new project delivery phases.

1.3. Deliverable Structure

This deliverable is structured to showcase promotional materials as follows:

● Chapter 1: Introduction - Presenting the objectives and results of the deliverable
● Chapter 2: Project Website - Introduction to approach and strategy
● Chapter 3: Video - Access to first explainer video
● Chapter 4: Brochures - Choice of tri-fold leaflet, detailed booklet or postcards
● Chapter 5: Posters - Roll-up banner can be taken and used anywhere
● Chapter 6: Slides - Master deck ensure messaging consistency
● Chapter 7: Templates - ready for promotion of first outputs
● Chapter 8: Conclusion - Including next steps
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2. Project Website
The project website is the central hub of the COMPAIR project where stakeholders can learn
about the project and access relevant results as well as the pilot's Citizen Science Hubs. With
such a multi-functional purpose, the challenge for creation is keeping the user experience
simple for visitors.

The website can be accessed by visiting: www.wecompair.eu

Navigation: A two level menu at the top of every page makes it easy for visitors to navigate
around the site. The top menu contains pages that help answer the main questions visitors may
have (e.g. Who are we? What are we doing?), whilst the second level menu is dedicated to
citizen science lab access only. Translation of the website into seven other languages besides
English, aims to support the pilots with the engagement of local users into their citizen science
experiments. The translations have been done automatically, with refinements made by native
language speakers within the Consortium.

Value proposition: If a visitor doesn’t understand what a website is about within 3 seconds of
arrival they are likely to leave straight away. COMPAIR aims to both engage people and
showcase it's theme with a simple value proposition ‘together we can achieve clean air for all’.
Combined with prominent call for actions to ‘join citizen science labs’ or ‘take action today’, the
visitor should be clear that this project/portal is about collaborative, environmental citizen
science.

Figure 1: COMPAIR Website Header with Menu and Value Proposition
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Content Layout: Content is written in lay terms, using images where possible to back-up
particular messages. Chunking text into short blocks helps readers to feel less intimidated by
new information and helps them better process, understand and remember content.

Figure 2: Example of COMPAIR Chunking Approach to Key Information

Messaging: Testimonials have been included within the website to help earn the trust of
visitors; to convey that COMPAIR is a real project, that real stakeholders are interested in the
results, and that it's not some kind of online scam. These will be updated as the project
develops and reaches more people. Quotes are currently anonymous as the project is at an
early stage, but as results are delivered people will be asked to review the outputs and put their
name to their testimonials for added impact.

Figure 3: Testimonials About COMPAIR’s Aims

Page content: As the content for each website page consists of multiple building blocks, cutting
and pasting them into a document will create images that are hard to read. The portal is instead
best explored via the internet. Content will be uploaded on a regular basis and an annual review
of structure will take place every December.
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3. Videos
COMPAIR will produce a range of videos over the project lifetime to share messages about key
results from deliverables and pilot activities. According to many blogs, such as the one by
CoVideo, ‘viewers retain 95% of a video’s message compared to only 10% when reading text1

alone’.

To kick off this engagement approach, a general informational film has been developed to
convey in less than 1.5 minutes the key themes of COMPAIR. It is included in the project
website and can also be accessed YouTube at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bFUPVQy5NY

The video uses engaging music and text captions in order to provide the greatest value for
money and greatest flexibility of use. Text videos do not cost a lot of money to create and
publish compared to spoken videos but can be equally as effective in conveying messages and
generating results.

The captions can be easily translated, useful for the pilots, and the film can be shown on repeat
at conference stands as it doesn’t rely on loud audio to share messages.

Figure 4: COMPAIR’s first video

Partners are encouraged to share the video in their own social media, newsletters and
engagement activities.

Future videos to be developed include a more detailed review of the sensor based approach
adopted by COMPAIR as well as pilot videos covering the citizen science experiments
themselves.

1 5 Reasons Why Video Content Works Better Than Text - Covideo Video and Email
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4. Brochures
Brochures are a traditional way of sharing information about project aims and results with
stakeholders at face-2-face conference events that include stands. These will be updated on an
ad-hoc basis as COMPAIR delivers results and achieves impact.

4.1. Tri-Fold Flyer
The tri-fold is an easy to self-print general awareness raising brochure which explains
COMPAIR in non-consultancy language. This is easy to print at home or in the office and take to
conferences. Translation into pilot site languages will help generate awareness amongst
audiences who are not proficient in the English language.

Figure 5: COMPAIR’s first tri-fold
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4.2. Postcards
Postcards are another cost effective way to offer take-home collateral at conferences and
events. They are quick to translate and also have the added bonus of doubling up as social
media graphics.

Figure 6: Initial Promotional Postcard
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4.3. Detailed Booklet
A more detailed brochure is intended mainly for online sharing (due to print costs and
environmental considerations) after meeting someone at an event. It provides a deeper dive into
the challenges with citizen science data and how COMPAIR leverages digital tools to improve
quality so it can be used for official policy making.
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Figure 7: Initial Booklet Brochure
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5. Posters & Stickers
5.1. Roll-up Banner

Roll-Up Banners are a core communication tool that
the COMPAIR team will leverage to support
promotion of the project. They provide large scale
attention grabbing adverts which quickly grab the
attention of those passing-by at events. These
banners provide many tangible benefits, including:

● Cost effective: Roll Up banners can cost
under 100 Euros to print. They are reusable
and long-lasting thanks to their laminated
print, solid base stands and carry cases.

● Customisable: Banners can be created
using simple software so can be easily
updated and revamped as the project evolves
without needing to procure expensive graphic
designers

● High portability: The banners are
lightweight, easy to pack, carry and transport
to conferences, trade shows, fairs, exhibitions
and workshops all across Europe.

● Easy installation and set-up: The banner
stand is inbuilt and the banner can be taken
out of the bag and installed in less than 30
seconds. Anyone can erect.

● Suitable for indoor and outdoor use: The
branded banners can be used in any
environment and do not rely on fixed walls or
stands for operation.

5.2. Event Posters
For localised workshops, experiment recruitment events, posters placed in public places can
help attract the attention of potential participants. The WP8 Comms team is on hand to support
the creation of such materials and have prepared, as a starting point, a template poster for
adaptation. Text and images can be easily changed and posters can be printed in-house by
partners.
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Figure 9: Event Poster

5.3. Stickers
Stickers are popular give-aways at events and
conferences. They offer a creative way to inform
people, make them feel invited and persuaded to be
part of a project or event. COMPAIR uses the tagline
‘together…’ to make people feel part of a positive
movement to help the planet. Variations of the stickers
below, with the project URL will be handed out at all
public events to drive recruitment and traffic to the
COMPAIR portal.
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6. Slide Deck
COMPAIR manages presentations through a master slide deck. Partners are encouraged to
make copies of the deck for their own speaking opportunities and pick and choose slides
accordingly. New decks are then saved in the same folder with the name and date of the
opportunity for others to reference.
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Figure 11: Master Deck for COMPAIR
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7. Templates

7.1. Press Release
Press releases are a crucial part of disseminating key achievements. Partners are encouraged
to share project releases through organisations PR channels, as well as creating their own
localised releases. The template below provides a standard format for the writing of a Press
Release. Note, when sending directly to journalists’ inbox, include all the text in the main body
of the email. Images should be attached separately.

PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: This is industry standard text to notify the reader that the press
release can be covered or published straight away.

or

FOR EMBARGOED RELEASE: Give the journalist a  date and time which the press release can
be published.

PRESS RELEASE HEADLINE: Aim to catch readers attention but avoid clickbait style formats.

PRESS RELEASE SUMMARY: 1 or 2 lines that provide a concise abstract of the story so the
reader understands the Five W’s - What?, Where?, When?, Who? Why?

PRESS RELEASE BODY: Expand on the summary providing facts and details.

PRESS RELEASE QUOTES: Try and include one relevant quote to bring the achievement/story
to life.

END: Signal the end of the release with three hashtags ###.

NOTES TO EDITOR: Used to summarise the core facts and provide additional information such
as funding information, other services and most importantly contact information - Name, Tel,
Email.
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7.2. Policy Brief
Policy briefs are a useful tool to present evidence-based research outcomes to a wide audience.
A strong policy brief distils research findings in plain language and draws clear links to policy
initiatives. They help readers understand key findings and enable them to go seek further
information, access a product based on the information provided. COMPAIR will use the
structure below (as suggested by H2020 Dissemination Booster) for creating policy briefs
collaboratively in the project. The WP8 Comms team will then turn these into attractive
documents for dissemination.

Structure Text Notes/Suggestions

Title

(limit: 140
characters with

spaces)

Keep it simple and clear: the topic
should be immediately
understandable to your audience;
make sure you stick to the word
count asked of; make it catchy to
grab the reader’s attention.

Abstract

(limit: 1000
characters with

spaces)
~170 words

Same as before; It should give a
quick summary of your main
results and objectives; use already
available documents (such as
deliverables) as a starting point
and make them shorter and
denser; avoid bullet points; the
readers should get a glimpse on
what the document is about and
why it is worth reading

Key points

(limit: 200
characters with

spaces for every
key point; 3 key

points
maximum)
~100 words

Try to write/draft at least one key
point; key points should be relevant
to the policy makers; keep them
simple (ideally one sentence per
key point)

Introduction

(range: 1500
characters with

spaces)
~250 words

Give a brief background before
introducing the main issue of your
policy brief; avoid reference to
work packages or deliverables
related to the project; if a public
deliverable where your projects is
mentioned, put it in the
bibliography
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Text

(limit: 5250
characters with
spaces; needs

to be decreased
if tables and

images will be
added)

~830 words

Keep the style simple & focus on
the essentials; it is possible to
insert 1 or 2 tables/images but
these should not outweigh the text
(should not be longer than 1/3 of a
page); do not go into the
technicalities – you are writing to
policy makers not researchers

Conclusions and
Policy

Recommendatio
ns

(limit: 3500
characters with

space)
~560 words

Keep it simple & straightforward;
Structure them into
sub-paragraphs; each of them
should have subtitles and a brief
explanation (as a rule of thumb,
explanatory text should be in the
region of 500 characters with
space and the recommendation
stays in one sentence); avoid
redundancy and overlapping of
ideas; remember you are talking to
policy makers so include only
those recommendations that they
should be preoccupied with:
relevant to/action by policy makers

Contact details

(Name of the
author, function
& organisation;
e-mail address)

Bibliography Should not outweigh the text; only
use the reference that matters the
most; keep them essential
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8. Conclusion
Promotional material for COMPAIR has two paramount objectives:

1. Promoting knowledge developed throughout the project (in alignment with impact plan)
2. Enhancing exploitation potential (raising stakeholders’ awareness)

The materials and templates in this deliverable have been designed to appeal to a wide range of
target groups to begin to raise awareness about the COMPAIR project and its goals.
Promotional materials will be revised and enhanced throughout the project lifecycle, so project
partners can always access relevant, updated collateral through COMPAIR’s Google Drive
repository. The WP8 team is always on standby to help support adaptation and creation of new
materials.
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